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Drum roll.. the official page for The Sims 3 Supernatural is now available and you can also
preorder the game on
Origin (price:
39,90€).
Enter the mysterious town of Moonlight Falls where strange things happen by the light of the
moon. Create supernatural beings from menacing werewolves and cackling witches, to
mischievous fairies and more intriguing vampires. Then stalk the night, use your wand to cast
spells, claw the furniture and more. You can mix dozens of elixirs that can turn Sims into
zombies or transform them into gold. Share your enchanted brews with any friends who have
The Sims 3! Spooky surprises are in store for you in the world of The Sims 3 Supernatural!
Play as supernatural Sims: Create witches, wizards, werewolves, more intriguing vampires, and
fairies, each with their own magical abilities, traits, and interactions.
Explore the town of Moonlight Falls: Discover what mysteries and abilities are revealed by the
light of the full moon. Will your Sims freak out or become more powerful?
Hone your magical crafts and share the enchantment: Learn to cast spells and find rare
ingredients to brew elixirs, so you can charm or hex your Sims' lives. Send your magical elixirs
to any of your friends' games who have The Sims 3. Your Sims can hone their psychic abilities
and build a career as mystic fortune teller.
Discover supernatural items: Race around the arena on your broomstick, visit the gypsy
caravan, or preen in front of your magic mirror. Even awaken the classic character of Bonehilda,
the quirky skeletal maid. With tons of new enchanted objects, what will happen next?
Deck out your home in gothic style: Add a secret lair with the sliding bookcase door and fill your
home with creepy new furniture.
Zombification: Mix a special elixir to create shuffling, brain-hungry monsters of your very own.
Chomp on other Sims to spread the love and wreak havoc. Don't fret, you can always concoct
an elixir to change your Sims back.
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EXCLUSIVE LIMITED EDITION CONTENT PACK:
Preorder The Sims 3 Supernatural Limited Edition and receive exclusive content from the world
of Plants vs Zombies, including new outfits and a working Peashooter!
Peashooter – This steadfast ally is ready to defend your house from zombified Sims and other
unsavory characters like burglars and repo men! It actually shoots peas at unwanted guests!
Ripped Zombie Suit Outfit – Dress your male or female Sim in the classic zombie attire from
PvZ.
Newspaper Zombie Suit Outfit – There's nothing quite as terrifying as loud boxers and sock
garters. Dress your male or female Sim up as the newspaper zombie from PvZ.
Cone and Bucket hats – Those pesky zombies might have worn these objects for protection, but
they also make a bold fashion statement. Deck your male or female Sim out in this hilarious
headgear.
EXCLUSIVE ORIGIN DÉCOR PACK:
Order The Sims 3 Supernatural at Origin.com and receive these exclusive Plants vs Zombies
décor items to add some creepy flare to your Sims' homes!
Plantern lamp – This unique item looks just like the planterns that keep the fog at bay in the
Plants vs Zombies game. Use it to light your Sim's house or yard!
Wall-nut sculpture – Nothing says "get off my lawn" like an angry-eyed wall-nut. Place one at a
time, or put down a whole row as a fence.
Zombie gnome sculpture – The iconic undead garden gnome from PvZ can grace your Sim's
house or garden.
Brains flag sculpture – Deck out your garden, rooftop, or anywhere with this flag used to lead
the charge in Plants vs Zombies. Those guys really love brains.
EXCLUSIVE REGISTRATION INCENTIVE:
Register your The Sims 3 Supernatural Expansion Pack online to get these items and add a
little Plants vs Zombies flavor to your game!
PvZ Poster – Let your Sims show their love of the popular game with this cool wall art.
PvZ T-shirt – Dress your male or female Sim and show off their kooky spirit.
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